Health is a normal state of the human being
Body (and psyche) is created to be healthy
It has its own healing mechanisms (eg immunity, wound healing processes, fighting
microorganisms, repair of malicious replications of cancer cells, etc.). Medicines usually have
only the effect they expect (see homeopathy, placebo). For good health, it is necessary not to
give space to any negative or other ideas - that is the principle of right positive thinking.
Whoever expects health will come to this. We are what we want to be.
Our spirit regulates our body and mind and keeps them healthy, durable, vital and
powerful. This state supports positive thinking. If faith is lacking in healing, actual healing is
not possible. You become a healthy person thanks to your efforts. The present state of the
body and the psyche is an accurate picture of contemporary thoughts, which is reflected in
their current state, because every thought through the subconscious endeavors to be realized.
A mind that can not control (it produces and maintains various negative and other
inappropriate thoughts) weakens or blocks these mechanisms. The idea is the beginning of
everything, it is a creative act. Positive thinking produces genuinely positive fruits - it
activates the creative forces of the subconscious and the energy to realize them. Who has
healthy thoughts can not be sick.

Disease is not only a accident on cell levels, but also accident in energy field
of sentinel node
Well running affirmative full of life beef in adequate amount is basic condition good
health and immunities against disease. Detailing cleanliness to residential or working space,
lack theirs cleanup as from contamination abient energies and assuring well running
geoenergy and astroenergy for of these space is basic condition theirs safe enjoyment.
For problem solving of persons, animals also grew is adequate especially work with
energies - biotronics and bioenergetic action at distance or contingence, which is economical
and effective by treat the almost all disease. Combined with entireness accession,
homeopathic method and by mutual benefit cooperation be possible for acquire extremely
good and fast attainment. Important he is also removal causation trouble, activated sludge
treatment ain abilities break of herself and prevention.
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No personal contact is necessary for any effective help
Help and treatment can take place remotely, even without the knowledge of
the person being treated
If someone can not help themselves by solving or completely solving their situation,
problems or condition (or situation, problems, or someone else's situation) for any reason,
they can use the help of others who have more abilities, abilities, skills, knowledge, practice
and experiences.
Assistance in the form of diagnostics and self-treatment is possible at a distance under
certain specific conditions, which are always individual. This is a process whose length is
directly dependent on the particular condition, the length of the escalation of the problem, the
depth and severity of the problem being solved, and also the level of the target state to be
achieved.
Effective help in solving any problem, especially health, is not a personal meeting
because every change and solution of these problems takes place inside each person, that is, at
the level of his subconscious, where the creative subconscious forces and energies are
activated, and gradually make these positive changes.
In order to achieve a long-term or permanent improvement of the situation or to solve
the problem, it is necessary in some cases to repeat the process or to correct it if necessary,
especially in the complicated situations and problems. In some cases, personal contact and
active collaboration with the help provider (eg treatment with hands, etc.) is necessary.
However, this assistance may not, for various reasons, be 100% effective and effective,
even though maximum efforts, access and interest have been developed by the assistance
provider. The result is also dependent on the motivation and intensity of the patient's healing,
his belief in the effectiveness of this aid, and his expectation of the success of the treatment.

Working with energies applicably supplementing and at the same time respects classical
physic
Practical working with energies, her goings and methods applicably and be effective for
complement cathedral classical physic (indicated therapy, medical help, drug regimen,
prescribed drugs, habilitation and the like) and additional her boldly quickens and thus also
make pleasant and cheaper.
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Fast help is also possible, but it does not provide the possibility of achieving a long-term
or permanent improvement of the status or complete and lasting resolution of the problem. In
the case of poor, inadequate or no cooperation with the aid provider, this aid may not be
effective and effective, even if maximum effort, access and interest are developed on its part.
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